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1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes the bistatic scattering measurement system used by the Rome Labora-
tory Electromagnetics and Reliability Directorate (RL/ER) to conduct research in electro-
magnetic scattering. A manual version of this system was conceived and designed by Robert
McGahan in 1984. The manual system was built and tested [1] [2] [3] with the help of Mr.
David Gaunt. The basic system (see Figure 1) has changed little from the original design
and has evolved into an essential part of the ERCT in-house research program. The system
is named the Automated Swept-Angle Bistatic Scattering Measurement System (ASBSMS)
because it fixes the target and direction of illumination and sweeps the receiving probe to
collect data as a direct function of bistatic angle. The system uses a broad band, coherent,
continuous wave radar that operates in the S, C, and X frequency bands (2-12.4 GHz). The
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Figure 1: Photograph of the Anechoic Chamber part of the Swept-Angle Bistatic Measure-
ment System
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ASBSMS has two distinct advantages over conventional fixed-angle bistatic measurement
systems. First, it is better suited for verifying theoretical scattering models because it mea-
sures what is usually computed from the theory. Conventional measurements, in contrast,
gather data as a function of illumination direction (aspect) reproducing a single point of the
typical scattering model output. Second, the ASBSMS can be calibrated at small bistatic
angles where typical calibration target (usually metal spheres) scattering is well behaved.
This calibration remains valid for all bistatic angles. In contrast, the fixed angle bistatic
systems are difficult to calibrate at large bistatic angles because calibration spheres tend to
have scattering patterns with rapid spatial variations in the forward scattering region. At
high bistatic angles the system calibration depends strongly on the accuracy of the position
information.

This report tells what the ASBSMS is, the theoretical basis it is founded on, how it
operates, and how the data are calibrated. It begins with a system overview giving a general
description of the system hardware. Then the theory is developed and the assumptions of the
measurement technique discussed. Section 3 presents the operating procedures, discussing in
detail the three major tasks of aligning targets, collecting data, and assessing system perfor-
mance. Section 4 details the calibration procedure and includes example data for illustrative
purposes. Finally, the measurement procedure is applied to obtain the E-plane scattering
pattern of an aluminum cube 3 wavelengths on a side. This section includes a description
of how error bars are computed for the measured scattering patterns. Three Appendices
are included that give specific details of the system and system performance. Appendix A
gives the structure of the raw data stored on the system hard disc, and the structure of the
processed data that we give to customers. Appendix B gives a detailed description of the
ASBSMS subsystems and lists the specific hardware along with its specifications. Appendix
C presents data demonstrating the background level and stability at 10 GHz.

In preparing this report I have come across several articles that shed light on errors in
scattering measurements [12] [13] [14] [15] [16], and discussed various aspects of bistatic
scattering measurements (16] (171 [181 [19] [20] [21] [23]. These references are mentioned
as a courtesy to the reader.

This report describes the automated system as it existed in early 1989. In 1989 several
changes were made to improve measurement accuracy and utility. A description of the
updated system is given in Reference [221. The three most important changes are;

1. The wooden boom was replaced by a lighter, more rigid, and smaller profile aluminum
box beam.

2. A second, smaller azimuth positioner was added to allow fixed angle bistatic measure-
ments.

3. The locations of the receive and transmit antennas were interchanged and the receive
signal was mixed down to IF frequency at the antenna. This reduced phase error and
enhanced signal to clutter ratios significantly.

2
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Figure 2: ASBSMS System Component Layout and Measurement Geometry

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND THEORY

The ASBSMS consists of six major subsystems: anechoic chamber, receiver, transmitter,
positioner, target aligner, and system controller. The system components are organized as
illustrated in Figure 2. The target is supported by a conical polystyrene column glued to a
trussed wooden boom directly over the center of rotation of the azimuth positioner. At the
far end of the boom the transmit antenna is attached so that the boresight axis is parallel
to the chamber floor and passes just above the polystyrene column. The receive antenna is
mounted on a metal plate that is attached to the chamber wall. The boresight axis of the
receive antenna is parallel to the floor and intersects the transmit antenna boresight ax:,
just above the target support column. Target and antenna alignment is achieved by use of
a surveyor's theodolite.

Electromagnetic energy is coupled to the transmit antenna by means of a phase-stable
low-loss coaxial (GORTEX-Z26) cable. The cable runs in a trough along the chamber floor
below the absorber, passes up through a hole at the center of rotation of the azimuth posi-
tioner, thence inside the boom and up behind the antenna support, where it attaches to the
transmit antenna. A service loop is provided in the cable before it passes up through the
azimuth positioner to avoid phase variations caused by cable twist. Monitoring the shorted
cable with a network analyzer while cycling the boom through 1800 showed a two-way phase
change of less than 1P at 10 GHz.

An isolator and a directional coupler lie between the source and the low-loss cable. The
isolator prevents the signal reflected by the antenna from coupling into the reference path.

3



The directional coupler provides a stable reference signal to the receiver. The reference
path variable attenuator is used to control the reference signal amplitude. This control
prevents over driving the receiver and allows for maximum receiver accuracy. Depending
on the power requirements, an RF amplifier can also be inserted in the circuit. The receive
antenna (usually a horn or center-fed dish) couples the co-polarized component of the total
field present in the chamber into the receive branch of the system. The received signal is
routed through an isolator before entering the signal channel of the receiver to minimize
errors due to antenna mismatch. The receiver and the azimuth positioner are controlled by
a microcomputer.

Typically, data are collected automatically by positioning the boom to zero bistatic angle
(see Figure 2), commanding the azimuth positioner (target and transmit antenna assembly)
to rotate continuously at a constant angular velocity, and triggering the receiver to take a
field sample at regular angular intervals. Both amplitude and phase are recorded.

Continuously moving the target-transmit antenna boom assembly and measuring "on
the fly" instead of moving and stopping before each field sample is done because automated
control of the boom acceleration is not precise enough to ensure the necessary position
repeatability from measurement to measurement.

The collected data are proportional to the total electric field aligned with the polarization
of the receive antenna. This field, Et, is made up of four or two components, depending on
whether or not a target is present. If a target is present, then Et is the phasor sum of the
direct coupling from the transmit antenna (Ed), the field scattered by the chamber (E.), the
field scattered by the target (E,), and a multipath field (Em). The multipath field arises
from scattered energy that illuminates the target and perturbs the currents set up by the
direct energy. If no target is present the target scattered field term is zero. Equation (1)
describes the total field when the target is present, and Eq. (2) describes the total field in
the empty chamber.

Et(-) Ed(O) + E' (0) + E.(0) + E.'(O) (1)

Et(e) = Ed(0)+ E.(0) (2)

The prime indicates the presence of the target and 0 is the bistatic angle. The multipath
field, E., and the chamber scattered field, E', depend on the target.

In theory, the chamber scattered fields, E'(0) and Ea(6), differ because the target blocks
a portion of the incident field. This blockage changes the illumination of the chamber
environment directly behind the target. The severity of change depends strongly on the
reflection properties of the shadowed chamber environment, the target size, the distance
from transmit antenna to shadowed chamber environment to receive antenna, and whether
the shadowed region scatters co-polarized energy in the direction of the receive antenna.
In a swept-bistatic angle system, this unavoidable change in the chamber scattered field is
negligible for sectors away from backscatter because the shadowed portion of the absorber-
lined chamber does not radiate strongly into the receive antenna. In the

backscattering sector, the chamber field change can be made negligible for most targets
by adding a thicker layer of pyramidal absorber to the directly illuminated portion of the
chamber wall. The multipath field, E.(O) becomes appreciable if the target introduces a

4



significant source of reradiation directed toward a chamber object with high backscattering
cross section (for example the positioner) or vice versa. The size of the multipath field
depends strongly on the illuminated (or shadowed) chamber environment, target scattering
characteristics, the distance from the transmit antenna to chamber environment to receive
antenna, and whether the illuminated region scatters co-polarized energy in the direction of
the receive antenna. For the typical target this contribution to the multipath field can be
kept small by mounting the target several wavelengths (about 5 to 10) above the positioner,
and placing a flat disk of tuned absorber between the polystyrene foam column and the
positioner. Since there is no way to decouple E. and Ed with our CW system, we combine
them and name the result the background total field, Eb(O). With these considerations we
can rewrite the expression for the total field as follows:

Vt(O) = Eb(O) + E.(O) + E'.(0) (3)

Et(O) = Eb(O) (4)

The measured scattered field of the target is obtained by subtracting Eqs. (3) and (4),
which results in,

Eý'(O) = E.'(O) + E•(O) - Eb(0) + E.(O) (5)

We can see from Eq. (5) that the measured scattered field, E!'(0), differs from the
true scattered field, E.'(0), by the multipath field, E.(O) and the residual' background field,
Z,(0) = E�(O) - Eb(O). If E•(O) and Eb4(O) can be kept small then the measured scattered
field will be a very good estimate of the true target scattered field. In theory this background
subtraction technique is valid for situations where the background is not changed significantly
by the introduction of the target.

3 OPERATING PROCEDURES

The measurement objective is to collect reliable total and background fields to be processed
off-line on a mainframe computer. The background fields must be representative of the back-
ground component of the associated total field. This requires that the background remain
stable for the time it takes to collect each measurement set. An unstable background leads
to large errors in the measured scattered field [5]. A reliable measurement involves the three
distinct operations, aligning the target, collecting data, and assessing system performance.
These operations are employed as described in the flow diagram of Figure 3. First, measure
the background field. Second, place the calibration target onto the polystyrene target sup-
port column inside the chamber without disrupting the absorber or other chamber objects,
especially those immediately surrounding the target support column. Third, collect the
calibration target total field. Fourth, carefully remove the calibration target. Fifth, again
measure the background field. Sixth, using the background fields collected in steps one and
four, perform a data quality check (described below). Seventh, place the target of int

'See Appendix C for measured estimates of the residual background level at 10 GHz.
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inside the chamber and align it. Eighth, collect the target total field. Ninth, carefully re-
move the target from the chamber. Tenth, measure the target background field. Repeat
steps seven, eight, nine, and ten, for different targets or target orientations, as prescribed by
the particular measured program. Before ending the measurement session repeat steps one
through six. If the data quality check is negative repeat the entire measurement session.

The target alignment operation requires adjusting three angles: pitch (qi), azimuth (a),
and roll (p). The pitch and roll axes are fixed to the target and the azimuth axis is coincident
with the vertical axis (y-axis) passing through the center of rotation of the measurement
system positioner. Figure 4 defines these angles with three views: plan, side, and end. The
method used to obtain the proper orientation depends on the target geometry. The tools
available to obtain alignment are the theodolite and various gauges. Alignment is a two
person job, requiring one person to sight the target through the theodolite telescope and
the other person to make adjustments at the target location. One technique to provide all
three degrees of target alignment is to glue the target to a polystyrene sphere (Figure 5). A
shallow cylindrical hole in the target support column, of radius slightly less than the radius
of the polystyrene sphere, accepts the sphere and allows unlimited (3600) aspect variation
and limited pitch and roll variations. The proper aspect angle, a, is obtained by rotating the
boom assembly to a° off the transmit antenna theodolite boresight. Once there, a second
person sights through the theodolite along a convenient target edge and instructs the first
person to adjust the target position until proper alignment is achieved. This technique
is illustrated in Figure 6. Pitch and roll alignment are achieved by holding up against a
convenient target edge, a gauge with edges or scribed lines that make the desired angle. A
second person sights through the theodolite, giving instructions to the first person to move
the target and gauge until proper alignment is obtained. This alignment procedure requires
that the center of the target move for pitch and roll variations. The target scattered field
phase data must be corrected for the error incurred by the moving target center to maintain
phase consistency from measurement to measurement. We reference all phase measurements
to the origin of the measurement system (a point that does not vary with bistatic angle).
The correction required to make a rolled or pitched target scattered field phase consistent
with that of a 00-roll, 0°-pitch target orientation is given in Eq. (6).

= 0!'(0) - a sin(,, )g,(), (6)

where a is the radius of the polystyrene sphere to which the target is attached, X,'(O) is the
measured phase for the pitched or rolled target, 0!°*(0) is the corrected phase referenced to
the system origin, and

g'(0) cos0 ",y = q, p = 0 (pitch variations) (7)
g( sin 0 - = p, rq= 0 (roll variations)

Equation (6) is valid only for cases where we vary pitch while holding p = 0°, or we vary roll
while holding q = 00.

The data are collected by first insuring that the chamber contains a properly aligned
target (or is empty for background measurements) and the chamber door is closed. Next the

6
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operator enters the desired measurement parameters into the computer2 controller and com-
mands the computer to begin the automated measurement run. The computer determines
the position of the transmit antenna, moves it to a location one sample window before the
start angle, and starts the transmit antenna/boom assembly rotating clockwise at a constant
angular velocity. The computer monitors the boom position (bistatic angle) by continually
reading the pedestal controller display via the IEEE-488 bus. When the bistatic angle is
within 2 sample window of a desired sample angle the computer sends a trigger command
to the receiver, causing the receiver to begin the sampling cycle. During the sampling cycle
the transmit antenna continues to move, increasing the bistatic angle. The computer must
wait for the sampling cycle to complete before it can begin monitoring the position again;
therefore, the choice of positioning speed is limited by the receiver sampling time, and the
measurement sample is an average of the field over the sampling window. Once a sample is
obtained, it is put immediately into the computer's RAM memory in a binary format instead
of taking the extra time to write the data onto the system hard disc. This is done to min-
imize the sampling time and therefore a maximum number of data can be collected (recall
that we are measuring on the fly, so increasing the sampling time would require enlarging
the sampling interval). After all data are collected they are converted from binary format to
Hewlett Packard Basic real number format and written into a data base file on the system
hard disc. Control of the computer is then returned to the operator. The time required
for a measurement run depends on the sampling window. Typically, we choose a 0.1 degree
sampling window for a 0.2 degree step angle. For these choices the measurement run takes
about 25 minutes, collecting data over the entire observation sector (00 <80 < 1800).

System performance is assessed to quantify the stability of the background at the time
of measurement and to provide data for computing measurement error. This measurement
quality check is accomplished by inspecting the ratio of two background electric fields mea-
sured close in time. The resulting background perturbation phasor, c(8), should have a
nominal amplitude variation of less than 10%, and a phase variation of no more than 100 ,
over most of the observation sector for X-band measurements. The actual level will depend
on the frequency and the antennas, and will be slightly higher in the backscattering region.
The background measurements used for the data quality check should be representative of
the data from which the scattered field of the target will be extracted. In general, a target
must be aligned as described previously, which usually disrupts the chamber environment
enough to cause a significant change in the background field phase (the background field
amplitude is not usually changed significantly). The target background is generally mea-
sured after the target is removed because removing the target is much less disruptive than
aligning it and therefore the post-target measurement background is most representative of
the actual background component of the total field collected in the presence of the target.
The backgrounds taken immediately before and just after the calibration sphere total field

2A complete description of the measurement software (written in Hewlett Packard Basic 3.0) is reserved
for another report. We describe here only the aspects of the software critical to the accurate collection of
data.
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measurements are used for the data quality check for two reasons. First, spheres, by virtue of
their symmetry, are easy to place inside and remove from the chamber without significantly
disrupting the chamber environment. Second, measuring the sphere simulates the collection
time and level of disruption of the chamber that takes place during the target total field and
background field measurements. This check can be repeated throughout the course of each
measurement session to verify the proper operation of the measurement system, but should
be done a minimum of twice every measurement session; once at the outset and once at the
end.

4 CALIBRATING THE MEASUREMENTS

Calibrating the target scattered field data requires measuring the scattering from an object
with a known scattered field. We use steel and aluminum spheres, exclusively. There are
other objects, such as metal disks [61 and rectangular plates, that have known scattered fields
to a high degree of accuracy in the specular directions. Although it is theoretically possible,
we do not calibrate our system with such targets because they are difficult to align and
slight misalignment can lead to large calibration errors, especially if the calibration targets
are electrically large.

The calibrating process converts the target measured scattered fields from receiver units
(vr'w-ats) to absolute units, in our case meters. A point calibration phasor, a(O), can be
computed according to the equation:

ET(
(O) SEC(O) meters

Ec) (0) - (8)

where the superscripts M and T refer to measured and true data respectively, and the
subscript c denotes the calibration target (in our case a steel or aluminum sphere).

Ef(0) is the calibration target measured scattered field computed from the measured
calibration target total field, Et,(O), and the measured background field associated with it
according to Eq. (5). ET(O) is the square root of the true scattering cross section expressed
in meters as computed from the Mie series solution [7]1. An example of data used to compute
a typical point calibration phasor is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7[top] shows the true radar
cross section4 of a perfectly conducting sphere with radius 2.86 wavelengths and the measured
scattered field power of an aluminum sphere of the same radius. For clarity the measured
amplitude curve was multiplied by a constant to make it approximately the same level as the
theory curve. Figure 7[bottom] shows the true and measured phase curves of the scattered
field for the same target. We notice by comparing the positions of the nulls in the true

3The computer program used to compute the true scattered field of the conducting sphere is a modified
version of the program described in [7]. The program in that reference gives radar cross section only. Our
version gives v'CS and includes phase information

4The radar cross section is proportional to the square of the scattered field amplitude. We plotted RCS
to give the reader an idea of the size of the scatterers that we are dealing with. When computing the point
calibration phasor we use the %RC with phase data.
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and measured amplitude patterns that the measured curve is shifted slightly relative to the
true curve. This is because the observation sector that we set up was slightly different than
the observation sector that we actually collected data over. In other words the bistatic
angle read from the positioner controller display during the measurement was wrong by a
constant. This problem can be easily remedied by shifting the measured curve so that it
reflects the correct observation sector. This sliding of the measured data does not introduce
errors provided the cause for the shift is due to improper zeroing of the positioner controller,
as it is in this case, and not to improper aspect alignment. If the target is a sphere we
can be confident that the displacement of the nulls is not due to improper aspect alignment
because the target symmetry insures that the scattering is independent of aspect. For targets
other than spheres, apparent constant null offsets could be due to misalignment of the target
aspect. We must insure that the shift is a constant offset of the entire pattern and not a shift
that changes with bistatic angle in order to attribute the shift to improper zeroing. Before
calibrating we must determine the particular shift caused by improper positioner zeroing
so that we can shift the data accordingly. Once the angular offset is determined, future
measurements can be corrected as they are recorded in the measurement system data base.
There are at least two ways to determine how many degrees in bistatic angle our zeroing
error has shifted the pattern. One way is to carefully compare the positions of the deepest
and sharpest nulls of the true and measured scattering patterns and compute the angular
offset from the difference between the bistatic angle positions of corresponding nulls. The
second method, which we used, is to compute a set of point calibration phasors according to
Eq. (9).

aM EL()(9)S= E 0+(9)
Eiý(O+ v)

where v indicates an offset angle. We compute calibration phasors for a series of offset
angles, plot their amplitude as a function of bistatic angle, and compare the curves. The
flattest curve indicates the best match between true and measured scattering patterns and
we choose the offset angle that corresponds to that curve. Figure 8 shows typical point
calibration phasors (amplitude and phase) as a function of bistatic angle. The solid curves
show the point calibration phasor computed from the curves plotted in Figure 7 with no
offset (P = 00). The dashed curves show the phasor computed from the curves given in
Figure 7 but with the measured curve offset in 0 by eight tenths of a degree (V = +0.80).
We see that the offset curve is flatter over a larger bistatic sector than the non-offset curve.
In the backscattering region (0 5 0 <= 5*) the point calibration phasor amplitude and phase
curves deviate from a constant level. This deviation occurs because the transmit antenna
passes directly in front of the receive antenna so that the receive antenna sees mostly the back
lobes of the transmit antenna radiation and very little scattering. The calibration phasor
in the backscattering region is erroneous and should be ignored. We concentrate on the
dashed curves, which have been corrected for positioner zeroing error. From about 0 = 10'
to 0 = 90° there is a relatively flat region that corresponds to the slowly varying portion
of the amplitude pattern of the sphere (Figure 7[top]). For 0 > 900, the calibration phasor
begins to diverge, showing large deviations from the expected constant level. The largest
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deviations correspond to nulls in the amplitude pattern of the sphere (Figure 7[top]). These
large deviations in the forward scattering region 'occur because we cannot determine the
position at which samples are taken accurately enough to reconstruct the rapidly changing
slope in the deepest of nulls. The phase curve (dashed in Figure 8[bottomn) outside of
the backscattering and forward scattering regions displays a slowly varying cosine behavior.
Closer inspection shows that this behavior varies according to the relation:

arg [a(6)J = c + c'cos 0 + e sin 0, (10)

where c, d, and de are constants. In this case c = 42.16%, & = 83.70* , and ce = 33.170. These
constants are computed by picking three points on the smooth part of the point calibration
phasor phase-curve, writing an equation for each according to Eq. (10), and solving the
resulting system for the three unknowns c, d, and e'. Figure 9 shows this curve plotted
with the best fit point calibration phasor. We see that the match is very good in the region
corresponding to the flattest portion of the amplitude curve of the point calibration phasor.
The relation given in Eq. (10) is precisely what one would expect for the phase variation in
the scattered field of a target that was offset from the center of rotation of the measurement
system by a small amount as shown in Figure 10. A more general and perhaps more useful
expression for the phase of the point calibration phasor is:

a-g [a(O)] = c. + kb sin( - fl), (11)

where b is the radial displacement of the target from 0 in the measurement plane, k is
the free space wave number, c,, is a constant , and P is the angular deviation of the target
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from the incident energy direction (see Figure 10). Expressed as in Eq. (11), the phase of
the point calibration phasor allows us to compute the alignment offset, S. Expanding the
cosine function in Eq. (11) and comparing the results with Eq. (10) we find that c = c',
c•= k6 cos(/), and c" = k6 sin(#6). In the present example we compute that the calibration
sphere was displaced from the center of rotation of the system by 6 = 0.667(1.78cm), and
fl= 21.62*. For our immediate purpose we are concerned only with correcting the phase of
the measured target scattered field and so we leave Eq. (11) for the readers reference.

If the point calibration phasor were better behaved in the forward scattering direction
we might have been able to apply it directly to calibrate the unknown target scattering
at each measurement point. In doing so we would immediately calibrate out the receiver
non-linearity and phase variation due to the target not being centered at the measurement
system center of rotation. Because of the wild behavior, however, we must instead compute
a single average calibration phasor, ao, by averaging the best fit point calibration phasor
over the flattest portion of the curve as given in Eq. (12).

=(N -N) ) , n = {0,1,2,3. ..}. (12)

In Eq. (12), AO is the sampling interval (typically, AO = 0.20), and N0 and N are the
indices corresponding to the bounding angles over which to average the point calibration
phasor. We calibrate the unknown target measured scattered field according to Eq. (13),
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where superscript C indicates the calibrated data.

E.'(O) = E:'(O)ao exp[-i(c + c' cos 0 + c" sin 0)] (13)

The bracketed term in the exponent compensates for the phase variation due to the target not
being centered on the center of rotation of the measurement system 5 6 (d cos 8+ce sin 0), and
calibrates the phase (c). For the example at hand we compute the average calibration phasor
by summing the a,(O) according to Eq. (12) over the bistatic angle sector 25.05 <0 < 90.00
which, since AO = 0.20 and the measurement sector was 0.0 5< 0 < 180.00, requires that
N, = 125 and N = 450. Specifically we compute

C 1 (=25 a=0.(0.2 xn)= 0.0682exp[i(111.0)]). (14)C•°"-3-• n=-125

In the next section we will use this average calibration phasor to calibrate the example
measurements presented there.

5 EXAMPLE MEASUREMENTS

The operating procedure described in Section 3 is applied to obtain the E-plane radar cross
section of an aluminum cube with a 3/4 wavelength (0.75A) side length, for broadside inci-
dence. An aluminum sphere of electrical size ka =417.95 is used as a calibration target.

Figures 11-15 show the total field amplitude and phase curves for the measurements
prescribed in steps 1 through 10 of the measurement procedure. Figure 11 presents the
background total field taken prior to measuring the calibration target. Figure 12 shows the
aluminum sphere total field. Figure 13 shows the background total field measured after
the sphere total field measurement. Figure 14 shows the aluminum cube total field data.
Figure 15 presents the background total field taken after the cube measurement. We notice
that all but the sphere total field measurements look the same in the forward scattering
region (1000 < 0 < 1800). This occurs because the dominant contribution to the total
field is the direct coupling between the transmit and receive antennas and this signal is
present in all measurements. The sphere total field measurement shows a region of rapidly
varying amplitude from about 0 = 1000 to 0 = 1400, which indicates that the magnitudes
of the scattered and direct coupling components of the total field are on the same order.
The background total fields show the typical rapidly varying phase indicative of the direct
coupling path length change with bistatic angle. The typical target total field shows slowly
varying phase at the low bistatic angles with an abrupt change to rapidly varying phase at
some large bistatic angle (typically about 1000). This indicates the transition from target
scattering dominance of the total field to direct antenna coupling dominance.

5This phase correction is made in addition to the phase correction required for non zero pitch and roll
measurements, and applies to all measured scattered fields.

6The phase factor may be dropped from Eq. (13) if one is concerned only with RCS.
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A measurement quality check is performed by computing the ratio of the two background
total field measurements taken before and after measuring the calibration sphere total field.
Figure 16 shows this background perturbation phasor, e(0), computed from the background
total fields shown in Figures 11 and 13. We can see from the figure that in the example
at hand e(0) ranges over 1.0 ± 0.22L(±13°). We have neglected the phase deviation of
1200 that occurs around 0 = 620 because this is an isolated point and deviates greatly
from the other values. It is common, however, to have isolated large excursions from the
average value in the typical background perturbation phasor. This acceptable background
perturbation factor is typical for X-band frequencies. With the raw measurements collected
and acceptable, the cube scattered field can be extracted, calibrated, and assigned error
bars. Figure 17 shows the calibration sphere measured scattered field, while Figure 18
shows the measured scattered field of the cube. From the calibration sphere measured
scattered field we compute the average calibration phasor as described in Section 4 (recall
ao = 0.0682L111.0°). Inserting the values for the average calibration phasor, the three phase
correction constants, c = 42.16*, C' = 83.700, and c" = 33.170 (computed in Section 4), and
the raw cube scattered field data (Figure 18) into Eq. (13), we compute the calibrated cube
scattered field. In a previous report [5] we presented an equation that estimates the relative
error due to background instability when the approximate intensity of the scattered field,
and the background perturbation phasor, 4(9) are known. The equation is repeated here for
convenience,

UM = E ×(9) X [1.0 - 4o)], (15)

C() Eb(O)+ (16)

The minus (-) and plus (+) signs indicate background measurements made before and after
the calibration sphere measurement. From expression (15) we can see that the relative error is
proportional to the background-total-field to target-scattered-field ratio and therefore varies
as a function of bistatic angle.

To compute error bars for the calibration data we use a modified version of Eq. (15).
Specifically, we compute an RMS perturbation phasor, epJs(0), given by

wMS(0)-=- 1 I1-E(o) 12 do exp IL 49)12d (17)

and use a sliding window average of the background-to-scattered field ratio, R(O). We choose
the angular window, AO -GL, Af -= 1.1k(a + A) to be four times the inverse of the spatial
frequency bandwidth [5], Af, of the target to insure that the rapidly varying background
field is smoothed while preserving the general structure of the measured scattered field.
Computing the measurement error bars directly from Eq. (15) would be confusing at best
and wrong at worst. This is because the background perturbation phasor is computed with
an estimate of the background component of the target total field and not with the actual
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component. The modified version of Eq. (15) is given in Eq. (18).

U.(e= R.(O) 11 -CRUS)I (18)
where,

whee) = I R(6) I d6. (19)

Figure 19 shows the calibrated cube E-plane scattering with error bars plotted against a
simulation for the scattering cross section of the cube computed by a dual-surface magnetic-
field integral equation (DSMFIE) solution [8] [10]. The DSMFIE solution gives the phase
of the scattered magnetic field referenced to the center of the cube's illuminated face. To
compare the measured phase with the theory we plotted the magnetic field [Hý(O)] phase
referenced to the face of the cube, which we obtained from Eq. (20). The A in Eq. (20)
is included to compensate for a misalignment of the cube center relative to the calibration
sphere center. For this data A = 0.19 cm.

arg [H.(0)] = arg (Eo(0)] + 180- + k (2 + A) [1 + cos $] (20)

The error bars were computed in accordance with Eq. (17) and Eq. (18) using smoothed
background data and an RMS perturbation phasor. Figure 19 shows that the computed
amplitude is within about 1 dB of the measured curve but does not completely lie within
the error bars. We attribute this discrepancy to missing multipath errors in our error model.
We have presented the example data for illustrative purposes. In a previous publication [8]
we also compared the ASBSMS measurements to augmented and dual surface magnetic field
integral equations applied to metal cubes as large as 5A on a side. The measurements agreed
very well with the integral equation solutions. For regions of very low scattering from the
larger cubes, the phase errors [argument of e(9) in Eq. (15)] were large enough to prevent an
accurate determination of the scattered fields. To mitigate this problem we applied a spatial
filtering technique that involved the size of the scatterer [5].

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has described the automated swept-angle bistatic scattering measurement sys-
tem of the Rome Laboratory Electromagnetics and Reliability Directorate. We set forth the
measurement technique, and demonstrated that the technique is accurate for bistatic scatter-
ing from near backscatter through forward scatter. We presented the operating procedure,
which provides for a data quality check as the measurements are collected. In addition,
the procedure includes collecting data during each measurement session that gives a good
estimate of the measurement error. We described the calibration technique and showed that
this technique avoids the positioning problem for large bistatic angles common to the con-
ventional fixed angle bistatic measurement systems. We showed that the calibration sphere's
measured scattered field phase gives information about the sphere's position relative to the
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center of rotation of the measurement system. A method for correcting this phase error was
given. Finally, we demonstrated the capability of the measurement system by examining the
E-plane scattering from an aluminum cube with 0.75A side length, for broadside incidence.

This automated measurement system is unique in its ability to automatically measure
bistatic scattering from near backscatter through forward scatter. A first order error model
that neglects multipath errors shows how the measurement accuracy varies with bistatic
angle and depends on the target measured. Although multipath errors were reduced by a
strategically placed absorber they were not eliminated. From our measurements and analysis
we can expect improvement in both measurement accuracy and sensitivity in regions away
from forward scatter by incorporating a time gating radar, and low sidelobe antennas such
as diagonal horns.
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Appendix A

DATA STRUCTURE

Raw measurement data are stored in one of several large database files residing on the sys-
tem controller hard disc. These database files are named with the common filename and
extension (filename-extension) cor rntion. The filename identifies the particular measure-
ment program for which the data a. & collected and the extension is always DAT indicating
that the file contains raw measurements. The location of a particular measurement (referred
to as a data block) within the database file is recorded in a separate file called a prcgram
file and has the same filename as the database file but has the extension PRG. As each
measurement is written to the database file, its location (database file record number) and
data block number are written in the program file., This allows fast (random) acces.. J the
data because searching for a particular data block requires checking a file (list) that is many
times shorter (number of data blocks collected) than would otherwise be necessary (number
of data points collected). When the measurement program is completed the database files
and their associated program files are written to a cassette tape in Hewlett Packard Basic
(BDAT) format. These tapes are kept indefinitely. Normally during a measurement program
data are periodically transferred to the ERCT VAX via a Kennedy tape drive based data
transfer system. The data arrives on the VAX in a large ASCII formatted data file. The
filenames for these files (on the VAX the file name format is filename.extension instead of
filename.extension, as on the Hewlett Packard 9836 running HP-Basic 3.0) are formed by
concatenating the database file filename with a number equal to one plus the number of data
transfers that have taken place for the particular measurement program. These files have
extensions KDY to indicate that the data are in a Kennedy tape drive format and must be
translated before processing with the VAX based RCS data processor 7 . These Kennedy files
usually contain several data blocks (measurements) and each data block is broken out into
a separate ASCII data file via a Fortran V program (KTOV02.FOR). The files are named
according to the following convention. The filename is made up of a prefix concatenated
with a suffix and the file extension is RAWD, to indicate that the raw measurement data

7The VAX-11/750 based RCS data processor (RCSDPP) is a Fortran V program that performs sev-
eral data mai.pulations that are useful for understanding scattering data, including phasor background
subtraction.
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may be used by the RCS data processor. The prefix is the same as that used to describe the
database file from which the measurement data were extracted and the suffix is a three digit
number equal to the data block number. There are two data format structures used by the
measurement system: one for the database file data, and the other for the VAX based RCS
data processor.

The database file format was designed to accommodate all the information required to
reconstruct the pertinent measurement parameters and instrument settings used for the par-
ticular measurement. The data are arranged in blocks that are 48 bytes wide (each byte is
8 bits) and 21 + Npts (Npts = number of measurement points) records long. The records
are 48 bytes long because Hewlett Packard Basic (Bdat) data format requires 8 bytes to
represent a real number and 6 numbers are required to represent each measurement point.
Figure A.1 shows the data structure for the nth data block. Each data block begins with
a record that contains 6 real numbers. The first number, 11111, identifies the beginning of
the data block. The second number gives the data block number (dblkno). The remaining
4 numbers are set to 11111 and may be used in the future to store desired information.
The next 9 records contain a 428 character alphanumeric string 8 that contains encoded
measurement parameters. Table A.1 defines the codes. Next are nine records containing
a 428 character encoded alphanumeric string that describes the receiver setup. This string
is stored such that it can be written directly to the receiver to establish the given receiver
settings. For a complete description of the receiver setup code refer to the SA Model 1785
programmable Microwave Receiver Operators manual [4]. Tbe next record (n+19) contains
six real numbers that represent the following (refer-to Figure A.1):

t" - is the time the measurement run began in HP-basic internal time format [91.
tp - is the measurement end time.

Refmin - is the minimum reference power level in dB encountered during the scan.

Refmax - is the maximum reference power level encountered during the measurement.

N - is the number of measurement points collected during the scan.

88888.0 - is a dummy value to reserve the space for future use.

The remaining N records contain the measured data - six real number values per record, one
record per measured point. Each real number column represents the following:

Column 1 - the bistatic angle in degrees, 06 .

Column 2 - the relative power of the total field in dB, I E", 12.

Column 3 - the relative phase of the total field in degrees, LE,.
Column 4 - the IF attenuation of the signal channel in dB, IFAs'-.

Column 5 - the IF attenuation of the reference channel in dB, IFBZ1 .

Column 6 - the relative power of the reference signal, I E•! 12.

"SNote; 9 x 48 = 432. The 4 extra bytes are prescribed by the Bdat format and are used to indicate the
length of the stored string.
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Record Contents

1 2 3 4 5 6
n-1 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999.
n 11111. dblkno 11111. 11111. 11111. 11111.

EnodedL alphanumeric string describing the measurement parameters. The
format of the string follows:

code:value,
n+1 ton+9 where code is a variable length alphanumeric string describing the measure-

ment parameter, : is used to separate the code from its value, value is a
variable length alpha numeric string containing the value of the parameter,
and , is used to separate adjacent parameters.

S I I I I
Encoded alphanumeric string describing the receiver (SA-1785) set up pa-
rameters. the encoded string is in a form that can be sent directly to the
receiver after stripping off the trailing # (the # are used to completely fill
the records allotted which allows random access of the data). The meaning of

n+10 to the code can be found in the operators manual [4]. the code format follows.
n+18 codevalue,

where code is a variable length alpha string, value is a variable length numeric
string, and , is used to separate adjacent parameters.

n+19 t0  t1  Refmin Refmax N 88888.

n+20 01 I E1 12 dB LE1 deg IFASig dB IFAR-f dB I E1Rf 12 dB

n +- N 0N I EN 2 dB LEN deg IFAIdB IFAER dB 1E 2 dB

+20
n + N + 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999.
20 + 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure A.1: Data Base File Structure on the ASBSMS System Disc. The data are in Hewlett
Packard Basic (BDAT) format.
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Table A.1: Description of Mnemonics Used to Encode the Measurement and Receiver Param-
eters. The measurement parameters are used by the RCS data processor when translating
measured data from ASBSMS system disc format to VAX-based format.

CODE DESCRIPTION CODE DESCRIPTION
Al Aspect positioner start angle LP Phase display mode (0 - 380/ * 180)
A2 Aspect positioner stop angie LR LKCS return angle
A3 Aspect positioner stepping &a LS LRCS speed
AA Channel A Amplitude mode LW LCS window (accuracy)
AD Channel E Amplitude mode u Recall front panel "eup nmmber
AC Channel C Amplitude mode MOD SA-2150 modulation
AO Aspect positioner sero reference NA Channel A IF attenuation
AR Aspect positioner return angle ND Channel a IF attenuation
AS Aspect positioner speed NC Channel C IF attenuation
AW Aspect positioner window NCOL Number of data columns
B Frequency band select 0 Select recorder output data
31 Bistatic boom start angle 02 Date of measurement
B2 Bistatic boom stop angle PA Channel A phase mode select
33 Bistatic boom step angie PD Channel B phase mode select

BF SA-2150 Frequency (start) PR Receive probe radius (cm)
C1 Column I data PS listatic boom speed
C2 Column 2 data PT Target Pitch
C3 Column 3 data PTS Number of data points (rowe)
C4 Column 4 data Q Select APC control 0mofr/Inon
C5 Column 5 data R Select frequency reset

C0 Column 6 data RL Target Loll
C? Column 7 data HP Receive polainatiou
C8 Column a data S Select search width in MRS
CIO Column 9 data SF SA.2150 frequency (step)
CAP Select preset mixer current (APC) SP SA.2150 sweep of/swcepl/sweep2
CAS Enter stored mixer current (APC) T Select frequency tuning mode
CD Target critical dimension TE Time measurement was completed
CS Number of computer sanmples/point TG Target n&me
CSP Select preset mixer current (SIG) TM Type of measurement (Monostatic)
CSS Enter stored mixer current (SIG) TP Transmit polarization
DIR Directory where stored TS Time measurement started
DV Disc drive where this stored U IF Reference of=O/onwl
EA Measurement average sample select V IF mode select
ED Measurement bandwidth select W Recesver output format
EF SA02150 frequency (stop) WW Bistatic boom window (accuracy)
F Enter frequency in GHn X2 Not used

FT Time measurement was taken X3 Not used

G8765 Parallel poll configuration X4 Not used
H Store front panel setup no. X5 Not used
IC Initiate IF calibration X0 Not used

JAP Channel A amplitude present X7 Not used
JAR Clear Ch. A amp present XS Not used

JBP Channel B amplitude present X9 Not used
JER Clear Ch. B amp present XA Recall Attenuation command
JCP Channel C amplitude present XH High speed mode

JCR Clear Ch. C amp present XL Low speed mode
KAP Channel A phase preset XO Number of manual entries

KAR Clear Ch. A phase present XR Rest command

KBP Channel B phase preset YW Target yaw

KBR Clear Ch. B phase present ZAA Zero Ch. A amplitude display
LI LACS start position ZAB Zero Ch. B amplitude display
L2 LRCS stop position ZAC Zero Ch. C amplitude display

L3 L.CS step ZO Bistatic boom cere ference
LA Amplitude Display mode (log/lin) ZPA Zero Ch. A phase display
LFN Last file name ZPD Zero Ch. B phae display

LO L.CS nero reference
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Table A.2: System Disc Plotting Code Used by the ASBSMS when Plotting Data at the
Measurement Site

CODE DESCRIPTION

DN Data block number
SL Axis scale
TG Target description
TI First line of the plot title
T2 Second line of the plot title
T3 Third line of the plot title
X0 Lower limit of plotting range
XF Upper limit of plotting range
XL X-axis title
XN X-axis lower limit label
XX X-axis upper limit label
YL Y-axis title
YN Y-axis lower limit label
YX Y-axis upper limit label

The last record of each data block contains 6 real numbers each set to 99999.0. This is
used to mark the end of the data block.

The data structure of the program file is given in Figure A.2. This file (PRG) is used to
index the data blocks contained within the data base file (DAT). This Bdat file is made up of
404 byte records. The first 10 records contain ASCII strings which describes the particular
measurement program at hand. Records 11 through 14 contain default information used by
the system controlling software. These records contain the following:

Record 11 - encoded ASCII string describing measurement parameters used for the last
measurement run made. (Refer to Table A.1 for codes)

Record 12 - encoded ASCII string describing the receiver set up used for the last mea-
surement. (Refer to receiver operator's manual [4] for codes.)

Record 13 - two entries - first is the number assigned to the last data block. This entry
has the format < 0092 >, where the 0092 is a 4 character string indicating
that the last measurement data is contained within data block 92. Second is
a 10 character ASCII string containing the name of the data base file. For
example, CUBE01DAT.

Record 14 - encoded ASCII string containing plotting parameters for last data file plotted.
(See Table A.2)

The remaining records (15 and greater) are organized in 2 record blocks, each set containing
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Record Contents
1 through 10 ASCII string containing descriptive information about the particular measure-

ment program.
11 Encoded default measurement parameters.
12 <???? >,datafdle Where 7??? = data block number of the last measurement,

and datafile is the name of the Bdat database file containing the measured
data.

13 Encoded default receiver setup string.
14 Encoded default plotter settings.
Records 15 and below, index particular measurements. The required information is
contained in two record sets. The first record gives the data block number and the
data file record number where the measured data are located.
15 data block number 1, datafile record number.
16 Encoded measurement parametes for data block 1.
17 data block number 2, datafile record number.
18 Encoded measurement parameters for data block 2.

2)x Ndat data block number Ndat, datafile record number.

2 x Ndat + 1 Encoded measurement parameters for data block Ndat.

Figure A.2: Data Base Index-File Structure on the ASBSMS System Disc. Note that Ndat
is the number of data points contained in the given data set.
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information about the measurements that are stored in the data base file. The first record
of the set has two real number entries, a data block number, and data base file record num-
ber where the data block containing the particular measurement begins. The second record
contains the encoded measurement parameter string. Figures A.3 and 6 present example
program (SASX-PRG) and database (SASXDAT) files, respectively.

The VAX-based data structure was designed to be more general than the HP data struc-
ture, which was set up exclusively for swept angle bistatic scattering data. The VAX-based
data must contain information about the data processing, in addition to information about
the conditions under which the raw measurements were made. All data files generated by
the VAX RCS data processor contain information to link the processed data to the raw
measurements. The VAX data structure is illustrated in Figure A.4. Records 1 through 11
comprise the header. Records 12 through 12 + NPTS + 1 contain the measured (or pro-
cessed) data, each record characterizing a single data point with six real numbers. Record 11
of the headers is a 78 character ASCII string describing what each of the six column entries
contain. For raw measurements arriving from Ipswich the six column entries are:

Column 1 - Bistatic angle degrees.
Column 2 - Relative total field proportional to volts.

Column 3 - Relative phase of the total field in degrees.

Column 4 - Signal channel IF attenuator setting in dB.

Column 5 - Reference channel IF attenuator setting in dB.

Column 6 - Relative reference signal level proportional to volts.

These data files have .RAWD extensions. Data files containing processed data will have
extensions indicative of the particular processing. For example .SUBT fies contain scat-
tered field data because they result from performing the phasor subtraction of a total field
data set (.RAWD) and a background field data set (.RAWD). A complete description of the
data processing software (RCSDPP) and the resulting data are described in Rome Labora-
tory Tech-memo RLTM-91-3 [11]. The last record in each VAX based data file contains the
value 99999.0 in each of the six columns. This last line is used by the RCS data processor
and indicates tbe end of file. The header records describe the conditions under which the
data was collected. A description of the parameters comprising the header is given in Ta-
ble A.3 indicating which parameters are associated with the raw measurements and which
are used for processing. Table A.3 should be read in conjunction with Figure A.4, which
gives the position of each parameter within the header. Figures A.5 and A.6 give examples
of VAX-based raw (.RAWD) measurement data files. Figure A.5 is the total field of a square
aluminum flat plate with side length 5.0A. Figure A.6 is the background field associated
with the cube total field. The flat plate measurement was a cut in the 0 = 450 plane9 with
horizontal transmit and receive polarization at 10 GHz. This data was collected on 22 March
1990 and was translated to the VAX-based RCSDPP data structure on 26 March 1990.

As an example of a processed data file we include the phasor subtraction of the data files
given in Figures A.5 and A.6, shown in Figure A.7.

'Refer to Figure 4 and to Appendix B for a complete description of the measurement geometry.
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PROGRAM FILE: SASXYPRG ..4ReCwrd Length - 404 bytes) R~c~or

The purpose of this project is to obtain bistatic RCS data on

general . 0001

Th:2.TG:BACKGROUUD.CD:0000000.PT:00000,RL:00000TWV:00000,TP:HRP:H,CS:O1 ,D... 0011
hAAI,AB1,LA1,Phi ,EAO5,EB7,1A20, N40,T1, CSS4.20,CAS4.20.F10. 00,SOSO,85; 0012
(0443> ,SASX-.DAT 0013
DN:0441,TG:AMPLITUDE ,T1:X_.BAND F=10.00 G~z ,T2: .. 0014
326 1 0015

Th:2,TG:BACKGROUNDCD:000000,PT:00000,RL:00000,YV:00000,Tp:H,Rp:H,CS:O1.B ... 0016
327 383 0017

TN:2,TG:BACKGROUUDCD:0000000PT:000000,RL:000000TW:000000TP:H,RP:HCS:01,B... 0018

I4

Figure A.3: Example System Disc Index-File (SASXJ'RCJ)
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DATABASE FILE: SASXJ)AT (Recoxrd Length - 48 bytes] Recrd

11111 326 11111 11111 0 0 0001
TM :2 ,TG:BACKGROUNDCD: 000000 ,PT :00000, ML: 00000 ,Y 0002
AW:00000,TP:H,RP:H,CS:01,BA:000000,EA:018000,SA: 0003
000050,WW:00010,DF:10000,EF: 10000,SF:00000,ZO:02 0004
293 ,PR:28245,RS: 1,PS: -07;####*##*#88888888#"#S8# 0005

0006
0007

*#88888~8888888fl8fl~l8#~8*#CU888*80008
0009

*eeee~eeeeueeeueeeenenene~eenee0010
AAI.AB1,LAI,PAI,EA05,EB71IA20,NB40,T1,CSS4.20,CA 0011
S4.20,F1O.00,S050,BS,VO,V1,O0,Q1,PBO,LP2,ACO,GS7 0012
65,11; ######8888## 88*#########8888 #888#fl8####S 0013

888N8fl888#88f8888#88888fl88888l888*80014
0015

*88888#8*#8868888#8#888*C##88888U888#0016
0017
0018
0019

28 Feb 1990 08:25:53 28 Feb 1990 08:38.:43 0020
2.11E+11 769.84002 -31.69 -31.8* 8 361 88888 0021
0 -63.62 -175.7 20 40 -31.69 0022
.5 -44.30 -118.8 20 40 -31.69 0023

.1 .1

TT180 -3.89 178.4 20 40 -31.69 0381
99999 99999 99999 99999 99999 99999 0382
11111 327 11111 11111 0 0 0383
Th:2,TG:BACKGROUND,CD :000000,PT:00000,RL:00000,Y 0384
AU:00000,TP:H,RP:H,CS:01 ,BA:000000,EA:018000,SA: 0385
000050,WV:00010,BF:10000,EF:10000,SF:00000,ZO:02 0386
293 ,PR:28245 ,RS:1 ,PS: -07 ;ItS#teeeIte#tett*## 8t8# 0387

*seee~senesseneeeeeee~eescneeneee~e0388
*##8#8##*####88#888##8888#8#8#88##88980389
*eseeneeseeneeeneaeseeeee~eeeeseeee0390

0391
88SC#t8888888##88888S#88t8#t88#8#880392

"AA1,AB1 ,LAI ,PA1 ,EAO5,EB7,A20,NB40,T1 ,CSS4.20,CA 0393

Figure A.4: Example System Disc Data Base File (SASXJ)AT)
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Table A.3: Description of Mnemonics Used in Figure 3.4 to Describe the Measurement Pa-
rameters. This table can be used by customers to decode the header information contained
in each measurement data file.

CODE TYPE UNITS DESCrUPTION
D:NO REAL MIA Data block smamber
D PN REAL NIA Data block number of da6a file required in additio so DEMO Me. in given data process..
TPRCS CHARMI2 NIA Type of data process that generated the data SO.
DTUS CHARl12 NIA Mesasremseat project codea same.
MTYPE CNAR*T6 N/A Moasuremaeut coaliguration. (Fixed angle Bistatic. Monoetatic. etc.).
TARGET CHARS6 MIA Target description
PITCH REAL Deoree" Pitch angle of target Axed coordinates.
ROLL REAL Degrees Roll &ang* of targ Aet d coordinates.
YAW REAL Degrees Yaw amgl of target Axod coordinates..
ACCPT REAL meters/fw-atts Amplitude of the complex calibration factor computed 03 the observation sector

bounded by ATHTO and ATRIT?.
PCCPT REAL Degrees Phase of the complex calibration factor computed on the observation sector boundod

byAIOand ATETY.
Cu' REAL natetee/IwAtts CalratiM factor computed from magnitude data only.
RXCPOL REAL Degrees Polarisation of receive probe measured front vortical. 0-s Vertical. 900a Horanental.
TXPOL REAL Degree. Polarization of transmit &oftenasummeasred from vertical. 0 w Vertical, 90 ts

Horiaontal.
FRQO REAL GHn Start frequency.
P'RQF REAL GNu Stop frequency.
DPRQ REAL GEu step frequency.
TDIM REAL Centimseters Signfi~cant target dimsension. Usually the radius of the target minimum circumuctibing

#phere.
TRTO REAL Degrees Start bistatic angle.
THTP REAL Degrees Ead bistatic angle.
DTHT REAL Degrees Step bistatic angle.
Palo REAL Degree Start asPeco angle.
PHI? REAL Degree. ZEnd aspect angle.
DPRI REAL Degrees Stop "aspct angle.
NAT REAL N/A Electrical radius of the target minimum circuummcibing sphere.
UUSD REAL N/A Number of modes wed in spatial Altering of the data.
ATETO REAL Degree. Start angle of observation sector over which average calibration factor was computed.
AUTHT REAL Degrees End angle of obeervation sector over which average calibration factor was computed.
THTOFF REAL Degree. Ofset angle used during data calibration.
RPRNG REAL Centimeters Receiving probe range.
HDTOM CHAR*21 N/A DATA COLLECTION DATE:
TDM CHAR028 N/A Time that raw data was collected.
IDTFO CNAR*21 NIA PILE CREATION DATE:
TPC CHARIS6 N/A Time that data fle was creased.
SIGMdIN REAL See DLABEL Signal minimsum of data in column 2. Units are the same aso given in DLABEL.
SIGMAX REAL See DLADEL Signal maximum of data. in column 2. Units are the same as given in DLABEL.
REFUN REAL Volts (relative) Value of minimum reference signal recorded during measurement.
RXFMX REAL Volts (relative) Value of maximum reference signal recorded during measurement.
NPTS REAL N/A Number of data poiate conaianed in the data fIle. Number of rowe between DLABEL

&ad 99990. rows.
DTIME REAL Minutes Time separation between target and background total Gold measurements.
ADUM REAL N/A Dummy real mumber reserved for future use.
CD12 CHAR*12 N/A Dummy character string reserved far future asse.
DLABEL CHAR*76 N/A Labels the units and kind of data contained is each column of the data fle. Data

follows this lint.
VAR REAL See DLABEL Measurement variable. THT (bistatic angle), or PHI (aspect angle), or FRQ (fre.

qency). See measurement type (MTYPE).
MET REAL See DLABEL Determined from TPRtCS but usually the magnitude of signal of interest.
PET REAL See DLADEL Determined from TPRCS but usually the phase of signal of interest.
RET REAL See DLABEL Determined from TPRCS but usually real part of the signal of interest.
lET REAL See DLADEL Determined from TPRCS but usually the ismaginary part of the signal of interest.
RZF REAL See DLABEL Determined from TPRCS but usually the reference signal level in 41wasta (volts

retati'ee).
11111 REAL M/A Signals beginning of data.
9"990 REAL N/A Signals end of data.
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Record Format Contents
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1001 11111. DBNO DBPN RDUM TPRCS DTBS
2 1002 MTYPE
3 1002 TARGET
4 1004 PITCH ROLL YAW ACCFT PCCFT CFT
5 1004 RXPOL TXPOL FRQO FRQF DFRQ TDIM
6 1004 THTO THTF DTHT PHIO PHIF DPHI
7 1004 KAT MUSD ATHTO ATHTF THTOFF RPRNG
8 1006 CD12 RDUM RDUM CD12 RDUM RDUM
9 1005 HDTOM TDM HDTFC TFC
10 1004 SIGMIN SIGMAX REFMN REFMX NPTS DTIME
11 1002 DLABEL
12 1004 VAR' MET' PET' RETI IET1 REFP

NPTS+11 1007 VAR" MET" PETm RET" IETm REP'
NPTS+12 1007 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999. 99999.

Format No. Fortran V Format
1001 [4(F12.6,1X),2(A12,1X)]
1002 [A78]
1004 [6(F12.6,1X)]
1005 [2(A21,A18)]
1006 [2(A12,F12.6,1X)]
1007 [6(E12.5,1X)j

Figure A.5:VAX-Based Data File Structure Required by the RCS Data Processor (RCSDPP)
which Runs the RL/ERCT VAX 11750. This data structure is used when data are delivered
to customers. Note that subscript m indicates the number of measured points (m = NPTS).
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11111.000000 393.000000 0.000000 0.000000 RAW DATA SAS104

BISTATIC WITH FIXED TRUASMITTER
PLATESFLAT

0.000000 45.000000 45.000000 999.000000 2.000000 999.000000
90.000000 90.000000 10.000000 0.000000 0.000000 10.599000
0.000000 185.000000 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

22.210000 22222.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 282.450000
N/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000 N/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000
DATA COLLECTION DATE:22 Mar 90 09:23:20 FILE CREATION DATE:26-1&R-90 16:51:08
0.20869E-01 6.08135E÷01 7.345139 7.353600 371.000000 88888.000000
ANGLE dog # IEI v/u # ARG(E) dog 8 RE(E) # IN(E) # REF FD v/n #

0.000000 0.039446 -54.400002 0.022962 -0.032073 7.353600
0.500000 0.037068 66.000000 O.015077 0.033863 7.353600
1.000000 0.050292 85.900002 0.003596 0.050163 7.353600
1.500000 0.020869 -177.100006 -0.020842 -0.001056 7.353600
2.000000 0.078524 -144.300003 -0.063768 -0.045822 7.353600
2.500000 0.071040 -141.900009 -0.055903 -0.043834 7.353600
3.000000 0.073114 -70.000000 0.025006 -0.068705 7.353600
3.500000 O.157398 -59.100002 0.080830 -0.135058 7.353600
4.000000 0.213059 -71.599998 0.067252 -0.202167 7.353600

178.500000 5.565446 6.800000 5.526296 0.658971 7.345139
179.000000 5.774309 7.500000 5.724909 0.753699 7.345139
179.500000 5.991009 12.000000 5.860091 1.245601 7.345139
180.000000 6.011737 17.500000 5.733496 1.807764 7.345139
180.500000 5.649370 22.200001 5.230585 2.134562 7.345139
181.000000 5.260173 25.900000 4.731829 2.297653 7.345139
181.500000 5.188000 31.100000 4.442314 2.679775 7.345139
182.000000 5.432503 39.799999 4.173703 3.477398 7.345139
182.500000 5.591135 52.700001 3.388163 4.447600 7.345139
183.000000 5.489086 69.800003 1.895371 5.151469 7.345139
183.500000 5.182031 89.599998 0.036177 5.181905 7.345139
184.000000 5.040806 111.599998 -1.855644 4.686823 7.345139
184.500000 5.420009 132.400009 -3.654726 4.002434 7.345139
185.000000 6.081350 149.800003 -5.255958 3.059040 7.345139

99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000

Figure A.6: Example of a VAX-Based Total-Field Data File
(File Name SASXOO393.RAWD) Showing Total-Field Measurement Data for an E-plane

Cut of a Square Plate at 10 GHz
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11111.000000 395.000000 0.000000 0.000000 RAW DATA SASZ04
BISTATIC WITH FIXED TRANSMITTER
BACKGROUND

0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 999.000000 2.000000 999.000000
90.000000 90.000000 10.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

0.000000 185.000000 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 282.450000

I/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000 I/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000
DATA COLLECTION DATE:22 Mar 90 10:19:55 FILE CREATION DATE:26-iAR-90 16:51:28
0.20749E-01 0.72110E+01 7.336686 7.345139 371.000000 88888.000000
ANGLE dog * lE1 v/z # ARG(E) dog S RE(E) 8 Ii(E) 6 REF FD v/a #

0.000000 0.037325 -56.000000 0.020872 -0.030944 7.336686
0.500000 0.036644 65.300003 0.015312 0.033291 7.345139
1.000000 0.051050 85.000000 0.004449 0.060856 7.336686
1.500000 0.020749 173.300003 -0.020607 0.002421 7.336686
2.000000 0.076208 -148.000000 -0.064628 -0.040384 7.345139
2.500000 0.068391 -146.600006 -0.057096 -0.037648 7.345139
3.000000 0.064047 -69.099998 0.022848 -0.059833 7.345139
3.500000 0.147401 -57.099998 0.080064 -0.123761 7.345139
4.000000 0.203939 -69.900002 0.070086 -0.191518 7.336686

178.500000 6.637431 17.600000 6.326737 2.006959 7.336686
179.000000 6.846995 18.000000 6.511879 2.115838 7.336686
179.500000 7.120328 21.600000 6.620314 2.621168 7.336686
180.000000 7.211075 26.200001 6.470197 3.183732 7.336686
180.500000 6.894456 30.700001 5.928214 3.519916 7.345139
181.000000 6.546362 34.400002 5.401491 3.698479 7.336686
181.500000 6.508786 38.400002 5.100893 4.042918 7.336686
182.000000 6.799860 45.299999 4.782986 4.833337 7.345139
182.500000 6.998420 55.799999 3.933696 5.788257 7.345139
183.000000 6.870684 69.400002 2.417393 6.431370 7.336686
183.500000 6.426877 85.500000 0.504247 6.407065 7.336686
184.000000 6.032537 103.599998 -1.418503 5.863391 7.336686
184.500000 6.046444 122.500000 -3.248752 5.099519 7.336686
185.000000 6.360628 139.900009 -4.865381 4.097030 7.345139

99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000

Figure A.7: Example of a VAX-Based Background-Field Data File (File Name
SASX040395.RAWD) Showing E-plane Background-Field Measurement Data at 10 GHz
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11111.000000 393.000000 395.000000 88888.000000 SUBTRACT SAS104
BISTATIC WITH FIXED TRANSMITTER
PLATE5FLAT

0.000000 45.000000 45.000000 999.000000 2.000000 999.000000

90.000000 90.000000 10.000000 0.000000 0.000000 10.590000
0.000000 185.000000 0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 766.421692 22222.000000 22222.000000 22222.000000 282.450000

i/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000 I/Applicable 22222.000000 22222.000000

DATA COLLECTION DATE:22 Mar 90 09:23:20 FILE CREATION DATE:26-KAR-90 16:58:40
0.61800E-03 0.15731E+01 7.345139 7.353600 371.000000 88888.000000

ANGLE dog # IEI v/u # ARG(E) dog # RE(E) v/i # IM(E) v/z 8 duly #
0.000000 0.002376 -28.387100 0.002091 -0.001130 22222.000000
0.500000 0.000618 112.372131 -0.000235 0.000572 22222.000000
1.000000 0.001099 -140.949265 -0.000854 -0.000692 22222.000000

1.500000 0.003485 -93.866539 -0.000235 -0.003477 22222.000000
2.000000 0.005505 -81.013161 0.000860 -0.005438 22222.000000
2.500000 0.006300 -79.091751 0.001192 -0.006186 22222.000000
3.000000 0.009130 -76.325760 0.002158 -0.008872 22222.000000
3.500000 0.01133 -86.121445 0.000766 -0.011297 22222.000000
4.000000 0.011019 -104.901840 -0.002834 -0.010649 22222.000000

178.500000 1.567731 -120.702034 -0.800442 -1.347989 22222.000000
179.000000 1.573132 -120.016991 -0.786970 -1.362139 22222.000000
179.500000 1.571662 -118.927711 -0.760222 -1.375567 22222.000000
180.000000 1.560775 -118.164864 -0.736701 -1.375968 22222.000000
180.500000 1.551092 -116.728645 -0.697628 -1.385353 22222.000000
181.000000 1.552662 -115.550056 -0.669662 -1.400826 22222.000000
181.500000 1.513898 -115.786720 -0.658579 -1.363143 22222.000000
182.000000 1.486538 -114.196480 -0.609283 -1.365939 22222.000000
182.500000 1.447400 -112.142113 -0.545532 -1.340657 22222.000000
183.000000 1.382263 -112.188637 -0.522022 -1.279900 22222.000000
183.500000 1.311529 -110.909241 -0.468070 -1.225161 22222.000000
184.000000 1.255151 -110.381996 -0.437141 -1.176568 22222.000000
184.500000 1.169790 -110.306877 -0.405974 -1.097085 22222.000000
185.000000 1.109042 -110.620384 -0.390576 -1.037990 22222.000000

99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000 99999.000000

Figure A.8: Example of a VAX-Based Scattered-Field Data File (File Name
SASXO.OS393.SUBT) Showing Scattered-Field Measurement Data for an E-plane Cut of a
5A Square Plate at 10 GHz
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Appendix B

RL/ERCT SYSTEM

The RL Automated Swept Angle Bistatic Scattering Measurement System (ASBSMS) was
activated in mid-1986 and continues to be improved and upgraded with the long term goal
of 2-40 GHz frequency coverage in each of the following configurations: swept angle bistatic,
fixed angle bistatic, and monostatic, with both coherent continuous wave, and stepped fre-
quency synthesized pulse radars employed. This appendix describes the core system only -
swept angle bistatic configuration using a coherent continuous radar (2-12.4 GHz). The AS-
BSMS includes the six subsystems: chamber, receiver, transmitter, positioner, target aligner,
and system controller. Each of the subsystems is described in this section. A summary of
pertinent technical specifications can be found at the end of this Appendix.

Figure B.1 shows the chamber subsystem. The chamber has the sole function of sim-
ulating a free-space environment for the target. The chamber was originally designed for
backscattering measurements and thus is not of optimum dimension for bistatic measure-
ments. A coordinate system is superimposed over the floor of the chamber schematic to
simplify the subsystem description. The 35'x18'x20' room is lined on all walls, floor, and
ceiling with 24" pyramidal absorber except at the center of the back wall where there is a
10'xlO' square section of 36' absorber. The 36' absorber section is included to reduce the
backscattering from the portion of the wall that when illuminated normal to its surface will
scatter energy directly into the receive antenna. The chamber houses the positioner. The
azimuth positioner, to which the trussed wooden boom is attached, is bolted to the cham-
ber floor so that its center of rotation is at X = 157", Y = 64". This set-up restricts the
measurements to a 1800 bistatic angle sector. The distance from the source antenna to the
center of rotation of the azimuth positioner determines the maximum target size that will
meet the 2-I far field criterion. Figure B.2 shows the maximum target dimension that can
be accurately measured in the chamber as a function of frequency10 . The distance from the
center of rotation of the azimuth positioner to the aperture plane of the transmit antenna
(length of boom, R) is 111.2 inches. The transmit antenna and target are moved together
in front of the fixed receive antenna. The azimuth positioner is surrounded by an octagonal

"1°The rigorous far field requirement has D equal to the sum of the maximum target dimension and the
antenna aperture width.
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S~Antenna

Figure B.3: Receive Subsystem Schematic

wooden skirting with 24 inch pyramidal absorber laid against it to minimize scattering from
the metal positioner. The front wall (x = 0 plane) has two removable diamond-shaped ports.
One (centered at {0,72,77} inches) is aluminum and machined to accept the receive antenna
and the other (centered at {0,38.5,77} inches) is plywood covered with 24 inch pyramidal
absorber. It is easily removed and replaced so that targets can be aligned by a theodolite
installed in the instrument room located behind the front wall at {-48, 21, 72.5} inches.

The receive subsystem is shown in block diagram form in Figure B.3 and includes the
receive antenna, receive passive components, signal and reference channels' harmonic mixers,
and phase-amplitude receiver. All components are located in the instrumentation room
behind the front chamber wall (x < 0). The variable attenuator in the RF portion of the
reference channel adjusts the reference signal to an optimum level and prevents over- driving
the reference channel mixer (SA model 14-5: maximum RF power input is -30 dBm). The
isolator on the output of the receive antenna diminishes the effects of multiple reflections
between the antenna aperture and the signal channel mixer (also SA model 14-5). The phase-
amplitude receiver is a Scientific Atlanta model 1785 [4]. Figure B.4 shows the measured
receiver linearity at 10 GHz.

Figure B.5 shows the transmit subsystem which includes a Scientific Atlanta model 2150
signal source with a SA model 2155 frequency synthesizer, an Avantek low noise amplifier
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Figure BA: Measured Linearity of SA-1785 Receiver with SA 14-5 Mixers at 10 GHz

(X-band operation only), isolator, 30 dB directional coupler, and an antenna.
The positioning subsystem is shown in Figure B.6. The positioner is a SA model 53150

azimuth over elevation type with elevation option disabled. The boom, which is bolted to
the positioner, was made in house and is constructed of pine boards and studs. An Interface
Engineering model 538 positioner controller (located in the instrument room) controls the
positioner- boom assembly and provides angle information to a precision of 0.01 degree
(positioner accuracy is 0.03 degree).

The target aligning subsystem consists of a theodolite, mounted on a rigid tripod (Keulfel
& Esser Co. model 71-5015).

The system controller subsystem, shown in Figure B.7, consists of a Hewlett Packard
9836 desk top computer equipped with 2 megabytes of RAM memory, a HP model 7946 55
megabyte hard disc with cassette tape drive, and an HP model 2563B high speed line printer.
The measurement software is written in HP BASIC version 3.0. A complete description of
the measurement software is reserved for a future report.
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Figure B.6: Schematic Diagram of the ASBSMS Positioning Subsystem
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SUMMARY OF THE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Chamber
Dimensions : 35' 0" x 18' 0" x 20' 0" (without absorber)

Absorber 24" pyramidal absorber on walls, floor, and ceiling except for
10' square section in the center of the back wall where there is
36" pyramidal absorber.

Shielding : Absorber attached to foil covered plywood.
Receiver
Receiver : Scientific Atlanta Model 1785
Frequency : 1.0 - 12.2 GHz.
Mixers : Scientific Atlanta Model 14-5
Passive components : 2 Step attenuators (10 dB steps) HP model 8496B 110 dB max-

imum attenuation, (1 dB steps) HP model 8494B II dB maxi-
mum attenuation. 1 Directional coupler (20 dB) Narda model
4226-20.

Antennas 2 Dipole fed 6" diameter parabolic dishes, (X-band coverage), 2
dual polarized circular horn antennas, EM Systems Inc. Model
A6100, 2.0-18.0 GHz coverage. The dual polarized antennas
have wide beamwidths at S-band frequencies. This makes all
but targets with high RCS difficult or impossible to measure
accurately.

Transmitter
Source : Scientific Atlanta Model 2150 with Model 2155 Synthesizer.
Amplifiers : AVANTEK Model AWT-18057 (X-band operation only)
Frequency : 1.0 - 12.2 GHz
Power output : +15 dBm (maximum)
Frequency Stability : ±6ppm This means a maximum phase error of 2. Where At

is the difference between the reference and scattering paths in
wavelengths.
For our system this difference is 1034 cm. At 10 GHz, At
345A, which gives a maximum phase error due to frequency in-
stability of about 0.760 .

Positioner
Positioner : Scientific Atlanta Model 53150 azimuth over elevation. Eleva-

tion option is disabled.
Controller Interface Engineering Model 538 programmable. Controllable

over the IEEE-488 interface bus and is a listen only device (it
cannot interrupt the system controller).

Target Aligner
Theodolite : Keuffel & Esser Co. Model 71-5015
System Controller :
Computer : Hewlett Packard Model 9836 microcomputer.
Printer : Hewlett Packard Model 2563B
Data Storage : Hewlett Packard Model 7946 Disc/Tape drive (55 Mbyte)
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Appendix C

BACKGROUND LEVELS AT 10
GHz

This Appendix demonstrates the background level, background stability, and the background
behavior with time for both H-plane and E-plane cuts at 10 GHz. In addition we derive the
lower limit of 53 dB below the ambient background power for measuring target scattering.
This limit is a numerical limit due to amplitude resolution of the receiver.

The 10 GHz background data presented was collected as part of a series of H-plane and
E-plane scattering measurements made on a set of 3 aluminum spheres (ka = 5.32, 7.98, and
21.29) to characterize the impact of a system confiuration change on the system measure-
ment performance. The H-plane and E-plane data were collected over a period of 3 and 5
days respectively. The experiment was a series of alternating sphere and background mea-
surements with adherence to the operating procedure put forth in Section 3 of this report.
As discussed in Section 3, spheres, by virtue of their symmetry, require no alignment prior
to measurement and therefore the chamber environment is essentially undisturbed when the
sphere is installed or removed from the target mount. The background measurements are a
realistic representation of the behavior of the background with time. The data are presented
in five different forms:

1. calibrated raw measurements in amplitude [lb(0)], and relative phase (L[Eb(G)]),

2. calibrated raw measurements averaged over the measurement period a vb(0) andL[E6AvG(0)],

3. calibrated residual backgrounds [ozb(G)],

4. residual backgrounds averaged over the measurement period (a'G ), and

5. ratio of consecutive measurements I et(O) l, L[rt(O)].
Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3 show the calibrated H-plane backgrounds for day 1, day 2,

and day 3 of the measurement period. Three E-plane calibrated backgrounds spanning the
5-day measurement period are plotted in Figures C.4, C.5, and C.6. Comparing the H-plane
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Figure C.1: Calibrated H-plane Background Measurement Collected on the First Day of the
Experiment
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Figure C.2: Calibrated H-plane Background Measurement Collected on the Second Day of
the Experiment
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Figure C.3: Calibrated H-plane Background Measurement Collected on the Third Day of
the Experiment
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and E-plane backgrounds we notice that the H-plane background is slightly lower than the
nominally -15 dBsm E-plane background, and the H-plane phase varies more slowly than
the E-plane phase in the backscattering region especially between 0 = 600 and 0 = 900. The
slowly varying phase with the corresponding distinct lobe in the power pattern of the H-
plane cut indicates that there is some structure in the chamber that is scattering vertically
polarized fields with an intensity significantly higher than the direct coupling fields. The
rapidly varying phase of the E-plane background from backscatter to forward scatter shows
that for horizontally polarized fields the chamber has no significant localized scatterers.
Figures C.7 and C.8 show the average H-plane and E-plane backgrounds, respectively. The
averages were computed using Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2).

AV ~ 1 AT2

L[E EV = "- I L[E•'(0)] I, (C.2)

where r is the approximate time relative to the first background measurement made on the
first measurement day of the background measurement being summed, AT is the duration
of the measurement period (approximately 3 days for H-plane and 5-days for E-plane), N
is the number of backgrounds in the ensemble, and ab indicates the calibrated background
RCS. The ± in Eq. (C.2) is chosen to correspond to.the sign of L[E~b()]. For each cut about
10 background measurements were averaged (N = 10). We note no significant difference
between the average background and the individual backgrounds for either H-plane or E-
plane cuts.

The calibrated residual background radar cross section (RCS) estimates the lowest RCS
measurable with the ASBSMS. Figure C.9 shows the H-plane residual RCS (a&b) for time
separations (AT) between backgrounds of about 1 hour and 26 hours. We notice that
for the typical time separation between total field and background field measurements of
about an hour (Figure C.9) the residual background RCS is nominally -50 dBsm in the
backscattering region and rises to about -30 dBsm near forward scatter. For the 26 hour
separation (Figure C.10) we notice a marked rise in the nominal RCS to about -35 dBsm
in the backscattering region and nearly +5 dBsm at forward scatter. This rise was traced
to a constant phase offset of about 10* that was introduced into the system at the start of
the third measurement day. The cause of the shift is not known but could be due to many
factors, for example, a slight adjustment in the source power level, a change in the signal
or reference channel IF attenuation, or a change in the reference channel RF attenuation.
The phase offset will become more evident later in this appendix. Figure C.10 illustrates the
importance of maintaining system continuity from total field measurement to background
measurement. For the E-plane, (Figures C.11 and C.12) the residual background RCS is
about 5 dB higher in the backscattering region and about the same near forward scatter
when compared with the H-plane. Figures C.13 and C.14 show the average residual RCS
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Figure C.4: Calibrated E-plane Background Measurement Collected on the First Day of the
Experiment
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Figure C.5: Calibrated E-plane Background Measurement Collected on the Third Day of
the Experiment
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Figure C.6: Calibrated E-plane Background Measurement Collected on the Fifth Day of the
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Figure 0.7: Average Calibrated H-plane Background Measurements. Ten background data
sets spread over three days of the experiment were averaged to obtain the plot.
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Figure C.8: Average Calibrated E-plane Background Measurements. Ten background data
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Figure C.10: Calibrated H-plane Residual Background Computed for Two Background Mea-
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Figure C.11: Calibrated E-plane Residual Background Computed for Two Background Mea-
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Figure C.12: Calibrated E-plane Residual Background Computed for Two Background Mea-
surements Separated in Time by About 2 Hours
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Figure C.13: Average Calibrated H-plane Residual Backgrounds. Only residual backgrounds
computed from backgrounds separated in time by approximately 1 hour were considered.

(o&b ) respectively, for the H-plane and E-plane. Using Eq. (C.1)U, averages were computed

on all the residual background with separation times of about 1 hour taken over the 3 and 5
day measurement periods. We notice that the H-plane and E-plane averages are much more
similar than the individual residual background RCS curves shown in Figures C.9 and C.11.
Both planes are nominally -50 dBsm in the backscattering region with the H-plane slightly
higher than the E-plane near forward scatter. The glitch in the H-plane curve near 0 = 1350
is typical, linked to one data field, and its cause is not known.

To show the behavior of the background with time we have plotted a series of background
perturbation phasors, e(9) (Equation 5.2), dividing the first background measurement with
subsequent backgrounds. The subscript, t, indicates the elapsed time between the numerator
and denominator background fields. A perturbation phasor having amplitude 1 and phase
0 represents a perfectly repeated background. Deviations in the amplitude that are much
greater than 1 are amplified relative to those less than 1. For example a 90% difference in
the background amplitudes are either 10 or 0.1, that is, 9 units above 1, or 0.9 units below
1. This should be kept in mind as one studies the figures.

The H-plane series is presented in Figures C.15 through C.24 with time separations
ranging from about 1 hour to just over 48 Hours We note two distinct excursions from the
ideal, one centered near 0 = 500 and the other near 0 = 1150. In the forward scattering region
we see a relatively flat amplitude and phase due to the dominance of the very repeatable

"Phase information is meaningless for residual backgrounds.
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Figure 0.14: Average Calibrated E-plane Residual Backgrounds. Only residual backgrounds
computed from backgrounds separated in time by approximately 1 hour were considered.

direct coupling of the transmit and receive antenna main lobes. In Figures C.15 through C.18
we note both the amplitude and phase curves vary about the ideal, I c 1= 1 and L[el = 00.
These curves were computed with data collected on the first and second measurement days.
Data taken on the third medsurement day are shown in Figures C.19 through C.24. We
notice that for these data the phase curves vary about +10°, indicating a change in the
system as discussed earlier in this appendix. Studying the phasors taken collectively shows
a general degradation in the backscattering region (00 < 0 < 40*) with time and very little
change in the forward scattering regions.

For the E-plane, Figures C.25 through C.35, we observe deviations from the ideal near
backscatter and a very flat response over the observation sector, 400 < 0 < 180'. Figures C.28
through C.31 show a phase shift of about -150 and represent data taken on the third
measurement day. This phase shift is not observed on the fourth measurement day as can be
seen from Figures C.32 through C.35. The general trend is a worsening response with time,
over the observation sector 00 < 0 < 900 with a stable response from 0 = 900 to forward
scatter. Comparing the H-plane and E-plane perturbation phasors shows that the E-plane
is much more stable (repeatable) then the H-plane. This is because the H-plane background
power pattern is about 10 dB lower than the E-plane, and therefore has lower measurement
accuracy.
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Figure C.15: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by Approximately 1 Hour
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Figure C.16: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 2 Hours
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Figure C.17: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 19 Hours
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Figure C.18: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 20 Hours
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Figure C.19: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 44 Hours
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Figure C.20: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 45 Hours
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Figure C.21: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 46 Hours
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Figure C.22: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 46.5 Hours
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Figure C.23: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 47.4 Hours
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Figure C.24: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two H-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 48.3 Hours
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Figure C.25: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by Approximately 1 Hour
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Figure C.26: Perturbation Phasar Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 2 Hours
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Figure C.27: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 3 Hours
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Figure C.28: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 24 Hours
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Figure C.29: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 25 Hours
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Figure C.30: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 26 Hours
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Figure C.32: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 98 Hours
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Figure C.34: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 100 Hours
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Figure C.35: Perturbation Phasor Computed from Two E-plane Background Measurements
Separated in Time by About 117 Hours
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Appendix D

DERIVATION OF THE MINIMUM
RCS MEASURABLE

Let A. (0) be the power level displayed by the receiver in dB at the observation point, 0, and
0.(0) be the relative pha-te displayed. The circle indicates the particular measurement with
o = t denoting the total field, and o = b denoting the background field. The raw data used
to compute the measured scattered field, E!'(0), is then, (At, Ot) and (Ab, 4Ob).

If we assume the receiver provides phase data with infinite resolution and amplitude data
with a resolution of ±6 dB, and the multipath field is negligible, we can write the raN' data
as field phasors using Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2),

E -= 104 X 2o exp [it], (D.1)

Eb = 10*2 x 102h exp (ib]. (D.2)

Neglecting the multipath field, from Eq. (2.3) we note that,

Et-= E.' + Eb, (D.3)

and from Eq. (2.5) the measured scattered field is,

EM(0) = E'(O) + EZ(O) - Eb(O). (D.4)

Rewriting the measured scattered field in terms of the recorded data we have

EM(9) = Eý102- exp [i4t] - e21040* exp [i4b], (D.5)

where ei = 104'• and e2 = 1048. From Eqs. (D.1), (D.2), and (D.3) the measured scattered
field can be written

E!'(0) = E [E.'() + Eb(O) (1.0 - , (D.6)

where,
E'(0) + Eb(9) = 104ý exp [i4t],
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and Eb(O) + Eb(0) = 1040 exp [ikb],

Dividing Eq. (D.6) by E'(0) gives

E•,(0) = El 1.0 + Eb(o--- 1.0 _ !2 (D.7)

For the ASBSMS receiver (SA-1785) the amplitude resolution is 0.01 dB. This gives a worst
case of 61 = 0, 62= .02 and el = 1.0, C = 1.0023. From Eq. (D.7) we can write

E"(0) = E.,(O) 1.0 + E ) (-0.0023) (D.8)

which means that the resolution error will be on the order of the true scattered field when
the true scattered field power is about 53 dB below the nominal background level. As we
saw earlier in Figures C.7 and C.8, the nominal background level is about -20 dBsm for the
H-plane and -10 dBsm for E-plane. This places a lower limit on the RCS measurable with
the ASBSMS of approximately -73 dBsm for H-plane and -63 dBsm for E-plane. For ±1
dB accuracy this limit must be about 20 dB higher or -53 dBsm for the H-plane and -43
dBsm for E-plane.
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